
CHERRY VALLEY & ROCHDALE WATER DISTRICT 
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS’ MEETING 

 
 

MEETING MINUTES 
March 30, 2018 

10:00 A.M. 
 
 

I. CALL TO ORDER - The meeting was called to order by Kevin M. Bergin at 10:01 AM. 
The following were in attendance: 
 
Kevin M. Bergin, Chairman   Arthur E.J. Levesque, Commissioner 
Michael L. DellaCava    Benjamin Morris, Superintendent 
Jennifer Wood, Treasurer   Carla Davis, Recording Secretary 
Greg Buteau, Customer    Tom Lennon, Customer 
Margaret Darling, Customer    
 

II. ADMINISTRATION 
A. Supplemental Medicare Benefits – The plan was to delay taking action to revise 

and/or check with the Town of Leicester to see if our passed articles were the 
same language. Carla explained the confusion of the misinterpretation of how we 
thought the article read and how the article is actually read. We, as a District are 
only required to pay 50% of supplemental insurance for retirees. Discussion, 
disagreements and conflicts between the attendees ensued regarding the 
interpretations of the MGL’s and how the apply to the District’s employees and 
retirees. Chairman Bergin recapped: We have clarification from Attorney Bachrach 
and spoke with the Town of Leicester that the language is correct and we were 
interpreting it incorrectly. In 2015, the District adopted certain provisions of 
Chapter 32B and sections 7 & 7a and Section 9D. In regard to the Supplemental 
Insurance benefits, we are only required to pay 50% - not 100% like we initially 
thought.  
After further conversations involving the board and other attendees, another issue 
at hand is: does the District have to pay for spousal benefits. Yes - we have to 
offer it as it reads – however there was further conflict about it stating 
“dependents” vs. “spousal” coverage and many felt that it should not cover 
spouses. Also, does the Town cover spouses? This is definitely something that 
needs further clarification. Another question regarding the language of “the retiree 
must be required to enroll in the plan.” Clearly, this is concerning to some select 
attendees and they wish to have that clarified as well. It was also 
mentioned/questioned that if another plan elsewhere is available and less 
expensive then what the District offers, would retirees be able to go elsewhere or 
would they be required to stay on the Districts plan. Further language dissection 
occurred in reference to two adopted sections (7 and 7A) contradicting each other 
and/or canceling each other out.  We will speak to Attorney Bachrach about the 
above mentioned issues and will have answers at the next meeting.  
Currently, the issue at hand is we need to decide on the Supplemental Insurance 
for our current retiree before the deadline approaches. Chairman Bergin stated: 
Captain Obvious: It says “spouses” in the approved article, so it’s clear that it 
covers spouses. The question is, what supplemental plan can be approved. Mr. 



Lennon again asked why can’t the District go to the Town of Leicester and ask if 
we can join on their insurance. It seemed to be a collective agreement that it would 
be impossible to do so. Chairman Bergin compared it to joining with the Town of 
Hopkinton’s insurance – not possible.  Commissioner DellaCava motioned to 
approve and pay 50% of the Supplemental Insurance Benefit – Fallon Companion 
Care without RX coverage.  Seconded by Commissioner Levesque. This includes 
both the retiree and spouse, Fallon companion care without RX coverage. 
Discussion: Mr. Lennon commented that he thinks we should offer a plan with RX 
coverage.   All in favor. Approved.  
 

III. NEXT MEETING – Commissioner DellaCava motioned to have the next meeting on 
Monday, April 9, 2018 at10am. Seconded by Chairman Bergin. All in favor. Approved. 
 

IV. ADJOURNMENT- Commissioner Levesque motioned to adjourn the meeting. 
Seconded by Chairman Bergin. All in Favor. Approved. Meeting adjourned at 11:21 
A.M. 

 
 
 
 

“This institution is an equal opportunity provider, and employer.” 


